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---

1) Here I will introduce our activities at the Human Resource Education and Development Head Office with particular focus on our career development program for Hokkaido University graduate students.

---
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2) Due to government policies in the 1990s aimed at strengthening graduate schools, the number of students enrolling in DC programs in Japan increased roughly twofold by the year 2000. At the same time, the Japanese government attempted to construct a new research and development system by promoting the "Ten Thousand Post-Doctorate Plan" underwritten by the "Science and Technology Basic Plan."

However, as the graph shows, the DC student enrollment peaked in the year 2003 and from there shifted to a slight decrease. Various reasons for this phenomenon, such as the decrease in childbirth, have been suggested. The decrease in DC enrollment has also been attributed to the uncertainty of career paths for postdoctoral researchers.

3) Investigations in the past have produced data suggesting significant differences between Japanese and US doctorate holders in terms of career choice tendencies. As the graph above shows, the number of Japanese doctorate degree holders who take private companies into consideration as a career choice is approximately half that of their American counterparts.

The current situation implies the need for Japanese universities to educate students on career path possibilities during graduate school.
4) According to surveys looking at post doctoral researchers by their fields, roughly 65% of them are in the four fields on which the Science and Technology Basic Plan places particular emphasis: life science, information and communication, environment and nanotechnology/materials. Furthermore, an astonishing 40% of the researchers are in the life science field. Graduate students and postdoctorates are young researchers supporting the science technology of Japan. Therefore we must place particular emphasis on creating an educational environment for human resource development. Furthermore, we must work quickly to achieve structural reform aimed towards the development, acquisition, and activities of such resources.

5) Next, I will consider the case of Hokkaido University. The total numbers of students this year are: undergraduate, 11,574; graduate (masters), 3,543; and graduate (doctoral): 2380. The total number of doctoral course students is the fifth highest in the nation.
6) The number of DC graduates from Hokkaido University for the past five years has fluctuated in the manner shown in the blue box. The number of graduates in science-related fields is roughly five times of that of those in the humanities.

The percentage of DC graduates in science-related fields moving on to private companies is low. This percentage mirrors that of the national statistics. However, from the year 2006, when we began our student support projects such as the Career Path Diversification Promotion Program and Awareness Reform, the number of graduates finding work in the private sector has increased.

7) As shown above, from the year 2006, together with the support operations at the career center, Hokkaido University launched a series of projects aimed at developing career paths for graduate students. Then, in the year 2009, with the purpose of promoting and further developing these projects, the Human Resource Development and Education Head Office was founded as a university-wide administrative base. This office provides comprehensive support for young researchers who are expected to lead the science technology of the next generation.
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Hokkaido University will continue to improve the young scholar development and education program and provide comprehensive support to young researchers who will become the leaders of future science technology.

- Human Resource Development through society/university collaboration
  Career Education for Doctorate Students
- Establishment and administration of a hub organization for a university-wide human resource development project
  Career Design for Post Doctorates
  (Post Doctorate Researchers, Hokkaido University Alumni)
- Establishing an environment where female researchers are actively employed and can fully express their capacities
  Female Researcher Support Room

8) There are three main roles and functions of this head office. The first project is Human Resource Development through Society/University Collaboration. The aim here is to provide career education and support for doctoral students.

The second project is the establishment and administration of a hub organization for a university-wide human resource development project, that is, the Career Design for Postdoctorates aimed at postdoctoral researchers and Hokkaido University alumni.

The third project is to establish an environment in which female researchers are actively employed and can fully express their capacities. Actual activities are managed chiefly by the Support Office for Female Researcher Support Room.

9) For "The Development of a Society-Oriented Perspective through Society/University Collaboration," we administer two projects: S-cubic and Hop-Station. Through these projects we aim to (1) provide career design education that will aid in students fully expressing their specialized skills in society, and (2) structure a network of career-path-related connections that will aid students in finding a suitable position in society. Next we will look at various projects that we conduct.
10) First is a graduate school common course we began offering from the 2008 “Step-up Career Development for Science/Technology Field Graduate Students.” The educational goals for the course are to deepen the understanding of current corporate research, and to recognize the significance of basic science in society as well as to recognize the diversity of possible career paths for young researchers, and by doing so to expand their future outlook.

In this course we invite as lecturers people with top level corporate research experience (heads of research institutes, etc.) and doctoral course alumni. They lecture on the appealing aspects of corporate research and research management and provide examples of active doctorate holders in a corporate environment. In addition, they will introduce methods of basic research, etc., conducted at their company. We have had students from a variety of graduate schools attend this course.

11) “The Red String Society” provides opportunities for young researchers (DC, PD) to have face-to-face interactions with corporate personnel. The activities of the society are planned and managed by the Human Resource Education and Development Head Office. The society arranges for corporate lecturers to give speeches about the specialties of their companies and about their expectations for DC and PD students, as well as helping young researchers promote their skills and knowledge through poster presentations. In addition, it provides opportunities for discussions and exchanges of information between students and companies as well as research institute tours (upon request).
12) The Support Office for Female Researchers provides support for the employment of female researchers and the establishment of a working environment in which the researchers may fully utilize their talents. It does this by (1) providing support for female researchers who wish to pursue both childbirth and research, (2) establishing a mentoring system and a network of communication between female researchers, and (3) increasing the number of female researchers.

| (1) | Providing support for female researchers who wish to pursue both childbirth/rearing and research. |
| (2) | Establishing a mentoring system and a network of communication between female researchers. |
| (3) | Increasing the number of female researchers. |

13) The Human Resource Education and Development Head Office is the base organization for our university-wide human resource education and development project. The main functions of the office are creating a membership website aimed at collecting human resource (students, researchers, private companies, etc.) information and analyzing existing problems. As part of a program aimed at reforming the mindset of young researchers and persons/parties concerned, we conduct, for example, surveys and long-term internships. The office also provides support for obtaining external funding projects aimed at enhancing human resource development enterprises.

| (1) | Collecting human resource (students, researchers, private companies, etc.) information and the analysis of problems. |
| (2) | Conducting programs aimed at reforming the mind set of young researchers and persons/parties concerned |
| (3) | Providing support for obtaining external funding projects aimed at enhancing human resource development enterprises |
14) Students have access to the C-net/Hi-system, a membership-based website created to function as a portal of communication between graduate students and private companies. We are currently in the process of establishing an environment in which students have access to various websites with useful information on career path development. From the time we opened the website in the year 2006, the number of members has grown to more than 1000. We are now reassessing the system for further improvement.

Furthermore, the HoP-Station project provides DC students with opportunities to experience internships in private corporations in and outside of Japan. Through these internships, DC students can develop their skills in specialized fields by experiencing the actual labor environment.

15) At the Human Resource Education and Development Head Office, we hold yearly symposia introducing our university-wide human resource development program and our projects concerning career education. In these symposia, students, faculty members, the university, private sector and government join in an interdisciplinary discussion on how the career development program for graduate students can be improved. In the future, we feel it is important to expand our career development program to international students and graduate students in the humanities.
In summary, with the Human Resource Development and Education Head Office as its base, Hokkaido University will provide comprehensive support to young researchers who are the leaders of our future science and technology. Finally, the focus of our program’s visions and activities is now expanding from science students to every graduate student in Hokkaido University.